Pathway and Network Analysis of Differentially Expressed Genes in Transcriptomes.
In recent years, transcriptome sequencing has become very popular, encompassing a wide variety of applications from simple mRNA profiling to discovery and analysis of the entire transcriptome. One of the most common aims of transcriptome sequencing is to identify genes that are differentially expressed (DE) between two or more biological conditions, and to infer associated pathways and gene networks from expression profiles. It can provide avenues for further systematic investigation into potential biologic mechanisms. Gene Set (GS) enrichment analysis is a popular approach to identify pathways or sets of genes that are significantly enriched in the context of differentially expressed genes. However, the approach considers a pathway as a simple gene collection disregarding knowledge of gene or protein interactions. In contrast, topology-based methods integrate the topological structure of a pathway and gene network into the analysis. To provide a panoramic view of such approaches, this chapter demonstrates several recent computational workflows, including gene set enrichment and topology-based methods, for analysis of the DE pathways and gene networks from transcriptome-wide sequencing data.